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1 Introduction

5G is emerging as a promising technology on a global 
scale. However, with the demand for virtual reality (VR), 
Metaverse, and other high throughput applications, the 
transmission speed needs to be improved. As one of the 

most important technologies in wireless communication, chan⁃
nel coding is of great significance to the improvement of sys⁃
tem reliability[1].

Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes have been applied 
in many communication systems due to their top performance, 
which is close to the Shannon limit and suitable for parallel 
structures. LDPC codes were first proposed by GALLAGER in 
1963[2], and in 1996, MACKAY and NEAL proposed the posi⁃
tional degree propagation iterative decoding algorithm for 
LDPC codes[3], which significantly improved performance.

Code construction is a critical part of LDPC code design 
because it directly affects error correction performance. The 
random construction method cannot guarantee the absence 
of short cycles. Based on this, the progressive edge growth 
(PEG) algorithm was proposed[4], which tries to avoid short 
cycles. Some improved PEG algorithms were proposed in 

Refs. [5 – 6], which failed to guarantee the good perfor⁃
mance of the code. The approximate cycle extrinsic (ACE) 
message degree algorithm was suggested in Ref. [7], which 
could eliminate the cycles selectively in the LDPC codes. 
The codes constructed by the ACE algorithm have lower er⁃
ror floors but perform worse in the waterfall region than the 
PEG algorithm.

Typically, the LDPC code can be obtained by lifting the pro⁃
tograph, which is a structure that governs the macroscopic sta⁃
tistics of the code. The protograph is an important optimiza⁃
tion object in LDPC design because it determines the error-
correcting performance of LDPC codes. Some wireless commu⁃
nication LDPC codes are designed with this approach, like the 
5G NR LDPC code.

The belief propagation (BP) algorithm is the classic decod⁃
ing algorithm for LDPC codes. The BP algorithm is computa⁃
tionally intensive and not conducive to hardware implementa⁃
tion, so researchers have proposed the min-sum decoding algo⁃
rithm, which still uses the idea of iterative decoding with 
probabilistic computation but reduces the hardware resource 
greatly. It occupies an important position in the implementa⁃
tion of LDPC decoders, and most of the decoders adopt this 
method as a guiding idea.

The code construction algorithm and the decoding algo⁃
rithm tend to affect the performance of the code, while the This work is supported in part by ZTE Industry-University-Institute Coop⁃

eration funds under Grant No. 2020ZTE01-03.
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hardware implementation of the decoder has more impact on 
the throughput. Many researchers have proposed different de⁃
coder architectures in the hardware implementation aspect.

In Ref. [8], researchers used a fully parallel decoding 
scheme to partition the global interconnection and weaken the 
routing pressure by grouping the variable nodes. The architec⁃
ture achieves a throughput of 92.8 Gbit/s. A partial parallel 
decoder architecture with multi-frame pipeline decoding is 
proposed in Ref. [9] to increase the parallelism. It can achieve 
higher throughput while having high decoding flexibility. In 
Ref. [10], researchers proposed an iterative unfolding architec⁃
ture, which fully expanded the hardware architecture used for 
one iteration so that one iteration could be performed per 
cycle. This approach lacks flexibility while significantly in⁃
creasing throughput. The multi-core decoder was implemented 
in Ref. [11], which could satisfy high throughput while being 
relatively flexible.

In this paper, we design a new kind of RL-LDPC code aim⁃
ing at next-generation mobile communication and give the 
construction results of the core matrix. A code construction 
algorithm is proposed to optimize the performance of the 
code by eliminating cycles of lengths 6 and 4. In addition, a 
hardware architecture is proposed to match the above codes 
using a multi-core row-layered decoding approach to achieve 
a throughput of 100 Gbit/s. The multi-core decoder mainly 
includes an input buffer, a controller, decoder cores and 
their memory blocks, an output buffer, and an output selec⁃
tion module.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec⁃
tion 2 introduces the code construction method we proposed. 
Then we describe the hardware architecture in Section 3. In 
Section 4, the performance and hardware resource consump⁃
tion of the code are presented. Finally, the conclusions are 
drawn in Section 5.
2 Codes Construction

2.1 RL-LDPC Codes Construction
LDPC code is determined by an m × n parity check matrix 

H, where one element in the H matrix is much less than zero, 
m represents the number of rows, and n represents the number 
of columns. Each column corresponds to a variable node (VN), 
and each row corresponds to a check node (CN). The informa⁃
tion block length is k = m - n. The elements in the parity 
check matrix H indicate whether there is information ex⁃
change between the VNs and the CNs. The tanner diagram 
can be used to represent the information transmission network 
that connects the CNs and VNs. As shown in Fig. 1, the 
circles represent the CNs and the squares represent the VNs. 
The structure of starting from one node and making a circle 
along the connection to return to the node is called a “cycle”. 
Short cycles can have a bad effect on performance.

The protograph structure of RL-LDPC is shown in Fig. 2. 

HHRC is the core matrix framed in green in Fig. 2, which corre⁃
sponds to the highest code rate of the LDPC code, and H IRC is 
the extension matrix framed in blue in Fig. 2. The sizes are 
marked in the figure. The size of the extension matrix can be 
adjusted according to different code rates. HHRC and H IRC are 
constructed and optimized separately[12]. Matrix B is a square 
matrix with a double diagonal structure and its size is P × P. 
Matrix I is an identity matrix, which corresponds to the vari⁃
able node part of RL-LDPC with a degree of 1.
HHRC consists of a number of elements shown as follows:
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The parity check matrix is obtained by expanding the base 
matrix above by a lifting size Z. Therefore, each element of 
HHRC is replaced by a square matrix of Z × Z. Elements “−1” 
are replaced by the all-zero matrix, while hi,j>0 elements are 
replaced by a circulant matrix, obtained by right shifting the 
identity matrix by hi,j positions. The range of cyclic lifting 
number hi,j is 0 to Z–1.

The method of code construction based on protograph is 
used in this paper. A protograph with a low iterative decoding 
threshold needs to be constructed first, and then the lifting 
numbers are generated to obtain our LDPC code. Following 

▲Figure 1. Tanner graph

▲ Figure 2. Structure of raptor-like low-density parity-check (RL-
LDPC) code
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the below principles when constructing a protograph can en⁃
sure the basic performance of the code.

Keeping the variable node degree ≥ 3 can ensure linear 
minimum distance growth with the blocklength in the process 
of constructing HHRC. The linear minimum distance growth 
property ensures that the performance of the code does not de⁃
grade as the block length increases. Adding some variable 
nodes with the degree −2 or even degree −1 in the code is ben⁃
eficial to the iterative decoding threshold. A small number of 
such nodes will not destroy the linear minimum distance 
growth property, but they need to be added prudently. Adding 
punctured variable nodes in the HHRC can improve the thresh⁃
old of the code[13]. During the protograph construction, almost 
every check node in H IRC should be connected to the punc⁃
tured variable node.
2.2 Protograph Construction Constraint

We present the constraints that need to be followed when 
constructing a protograph. “1” in Fig. 3 represents a non-zero 
submatrix, and “0” represents a zero submatrix. The specific 
constraints can be described as follows. Each protograph row 
is obtained by shifting the above row cyclically. The first row 
is shifted by one column to generate the second row, the sec⁃
ond row is shifted by one column to generate the third row, 
and so on. The number of shifts can be flexibly adjusted as 
needed. Fig. 3 shows the protograph structure with a size of 4×
16. The positions of “1” elements in rows are obtained by 
shifting the above row by one column. Such a construction 
structure can simplify the design of the reading and writing 
networks in traditional architecture, which reduces the con⁃
sumption of hardware resources.

In practical applications, this constraint will not be as regu⁃
lar as shown in the figure above. In our decoder design, the 
constraint is added only in the first K columns of the proto⁃
graph. The left columns are directly solidified into a double di⁃
agonal matrix to adapt to the invertibility of the matrix and en⁃
coding requirements. The corresponding reading and writing 
networks are consistent with the traditional structure.

Our construction method can directly construct the proto⁃
graph of the required size randomly: determining the proto⁃
graph of the first row first, and then shifting to obtain the pro⁃
tograph of other rows. The check part of the protograph is 
fixed as a double diagonal structure and does not participate 
in shifting.

The specific steps are as follows:

1) Generate the first row of the protograph randomly;
2) Generate additional rows of the protograph by shifting 

the first row;
3) Randomly reduce or increase the number of “1” ele⁃

ments in the protograph to improve the threshold.
2.3 Codes Construction Method

In addition to searching for protograph and optimizing the it⁃
erative decoding threshold, a code construction algorithm is 
designed, which outperforms the conventional PEG algorithm. 
The codes constructed by using PEG algorithms contain a 
small number of 6 cycles, so we suggest a new algorithm for 
code construction to guarantee the absence of 6 cycles in the 
construction.

Starting from the code we randomly construct, our algo⁃
rithm searches for all 6 cycles and 4 cycles in the code and 
modifies the submatrix’s lifting number, which connects the 
maximum number of cycles, so that the number of cycles 
passing through this submatrix is reduced. This process is re⁃
peated until the number of cycles cannot be reduced through 
all submatrices.

Set the parity check matrix of the constructed LDPC code 
as H. P is the corresponding protograph, hi,j is each element of 
H, pi,j is each element of P, and n is the iteration number. Set 
g4 i,j,n, g6 i,j.n as the number of 4 cycles and 6 cycles associated 
with hi,j. The element with the largest number of associated 4 
cycles is g4max_i,max_j. The element with the largest number of 
associated 6 cycles is g6max_i,max_j. Set the lifting size as Z.

The specific algorithm is shown below:
Algorithm 1: Cycle elimination construction algorithm
Input: the protograph P, the size of protograph M,N
Output: the parity check matrix H
for (i = 0 to M) do
  for (j = 0 to N) do
  if pi,j≠0 then
    hi,j= random(0, Z). // Initializations
    else
    hi,j=−1.
    end if
  end for
 end for
 n = 0.
while (n< Maximum number of iterations)
for (i = 0 to M) do
 for (j =0 to N) do
  if pi,j≠0 then
    g4 i,j,n = cycle4_calculate ( H,i,j ).
    g6 i,j,n = cycle6_calculate ( H,i,j ). // Cycle
    calculation
    else
 g4 i,j,n=0.
     g6 i,j,n=0.

 

1 1 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 11 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 11 0 1 1 11

1 1 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 11 0 1 11 1

1 1 1 00 1 1 1 0 1 1 11 0 11 1 1

▲Figure 3. Construction constraint structure
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   end if
   end for
  end for
  g4max_i,max_j = MAX (g4 i,j,n).  hmax_i,max_j = random(0,Z ).
  g6max_i,max_j = MAX (g6 i,j,n).  hmax_i,max_j = random(0,Z ).// Elemental position calcula⁃
tion.
  n =  n +  1.
  if MAX(g4 i,j,n) == MAX(g4 i,j,n - 1 ) and
  MAX(g6 i,j,n) == MAX(g6 i,j,n - 1 ) then
   Record current H. // Exit judgment
 break.
  end if
end while

3 Hardware Design
We design a multi-core decoder architecture to achieve a 

throughput of 100 Gbit/s. The architecture is shown in Fig. 4.
The multi-core decoder includes an input buffer, controller, 

decoder core, output buffer, and output selection module. The 
function of the output selection module is to select the de⁃
coded data from multiple decoder cores according to the con⁃
troller configuration. The input buffer module converts the 
data fragments into a complete codeword. The input buffer 
module operates at a different higher frequency clock domain 
to accommodate the data stream with the internal blocks. The 
controller receives external configuration information, distrib⁃
utes the complete codeword to the free decoder core, and con⁃
trols the output of the data frame at the end of the decoding.

The decoder core, shown in Fig. 5, is the core computing 
module in the multi-core decoder architecture. It includes the 
log likelihood ratios of a posterior probability (APP_LLR) in⁃
formation storage module, check-node to variable-node (C2V) 
message storage module, and other main computing units.

The decoder core[14] receives data and configuration infor⁃
mation from the controller. According to the configuration in⁃
formation, iterative decoding is carried out layer by layer. 
The initial log likelihood ratios (LLR) information or the up⁃
dated LLR information of the current layer is read from the 
LLR storage module during the decoding of each layer. The 
LLR storage module contains two memory components: shift 
registers and static random-access memory (SRAM). The ini⁃
tial LLR information of each codeword to be decoded or the 
LLR information that is continuously updated during an itera⁃
tion is stored in these two pieces of memory. The shift regis⁃
ters receive the initial information and shift according to the 
current layer index to accommodate the matrix’s shift con⁃
straints during decoding.

The LLR information to be updated by up to dcmax sets is se⁃
lected and fed into barrel shifters by the reading network 
(Rd_pblk). Note that Rd_pblk is implemented by multiplexers 
in Ref. [15]. But based on our proposed special protograph 
structure, the Rd_pblk selects the same sets of LLR informa⁃
tion from the shift registers without using multiplexers.

The selected information is aligned to the check node 
through the barrel shifters. In the same clock cycle, the com⁃
pressed stored check-node to variable-node (C2V) messages 
are read from the C2V_Ram and distributed to the variable 
node processing array (VNU_pblk) through the decompressor. 
The LLR and C2V messages are input to the VNU_pblk to cal⁃

culate the new variable-node to 
check-node (V2C) messages. The new 
V2C messages are input to the check 
node processing array (CNU_pblk) to 
calculate C2V messages. At last, the 
C2V messages are stored in the 
C2V_Ram.

New V2C messages and new C2V 
messages are added in the LLR_pblk 
to obtain new LLR information, which 
is then realigned to the VNs via bar⁃
rel shifters. The aligned new LLR in⁃
formation is written back to the regis⁃
ters and RAM by writing network 
(Wr_pblk) according to the current 
layer index. Based on the special pro⁃
tograph structure, Wr_pblk only up⁃
dates LLR information at fixed loca⁃
tions. The decoding of one layer is 
completed after the LLR information 
is written back. When the decoding of 
all layers is complete, the current it⁃▲Figure 4. Multi-core decoder architecture
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eration is finished. The early termination function in the de⁃
coding process is implemented by LLR_pblk, which can cal⁃
culate the parity check result of the current layer. When all 
the parity checks are satisfied, the decoding will stop suc⁃
cessfully and enter the waiting state for the decision informa⁃
tion output.
4 Implementation Results

4.1 Results of Improved Error Floor
We build a compute unified device architecture (CUDA) -

based code performance testing platform, including a noise 
generator, a decoder, and a decoding result statistics module. 
Noise is added directly to the all-zero codeword to improve 
throughput during testing. And we test the code performance 
on a single GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed LDPC codes 
in the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel using 
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation. The belief 
propagation (BP) flooding decoding schedule is used and the 
maximum number of iterations is set to 50.

Compared with the 5G NR LDPC code and the PEG code, 
the code performance constructed by our algorithm has a cer⁃
tain optimization effect, as shown in Fig. 6. As we reduce the 
number of 6 cycles, the error floor is optimized.

4.2 Optimized LDPC Code Performance
After applying the code constraints, the code is constructed 

using the construction algorithm described above, and perfor⁃
mance curves with an information blocklength of k=8 448 bits 
are shown in Fig. 7. Although the code we constructed still 
has a gap of less than 0.05 dB compared with the 5G NR 

▲Figure 5. Decoder core architecture

▲ Figure 6. Performance comparison after optimizing the number of 
6-cycle
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LDPC in the waterfall region, it has an improvement in the er⁃
ror floor region. The size of the parity check matrix we used 
during the test is 5×29, and the lifting size is 352.

The performance of the matrix with a shorter information 
blocklength of k=2 112 bits is shown in Fig. 7. The lifting size 
is 88. The code we constructed also has the advantage in the 
error floor region.
4.3 Hardware Implementation Results

For LDPC codes with a lifting size of 352, we design the 
corresponding decoder prototype to evaluate and compare the 
hardware resources accurately before and after adding the pro⁃
tograph construction constraints. The decoder consists of buf⁃
fers, a controller, several decoder cores, etc. We use a quanti⁃

zation length of 6 bits for the LLR information and 4 bits for 
the internal messages.

The implementation results, as well as the corresponding 
comparisons, are reported in this section. The formula for cal⁃
culating throughput is as follows:

Throughput = R × Ncores × n
N iter × M

× fclk , (2)
where R is the code rate, Ncores is the number of decoder cores, 
n is the length of the codeword, M is the number of basic ma⁃
trix rows used for decoding, and N iter is the average number of 
iterations. To achieve the desired throughput with the code, 
the information blocklength of which is 8 448 bits, 3 cores are 
required.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our optimization 
methods, the synthesis results of decoders with and without ap⁃
plying the optimizations proposed in Sections 2 and 3 are 
listed. We use the architecture from Ref. [15] as the baseline. 
Table 1 summarizes the hardware resources of the decoder 
core on the Xilinx Virtex UltraScale XCVU440 field program⁃
mable gate array (FPGA). The decoder core occupies about 
34.0% of the lookup tables and 1.2% of the flip-flops avail⁃
able on the device. Compared with the architecture used in 
Ref. [15], the proposed decoder reduces the resources of the 
lookup table by about 15%.

5 Conclusions
This paper proposes an RL-LDPC code aiming at next-

generation mobile communication, with a corresponding 
hardware architecture with a throughout up to 100 Gbit/s. In 
this code, the designed structure of the protograph is differ⁃
ent from the conventional 5G NR LDPC basic matrix, and an 
improved code construction algorithm is investigated for bet⁃
ter performance. The decoder implemented in our work can 
achieve a throughput higher than 100 Gbit/s, and compared 
with the traditional architecture, the resources of the lookup 
table are reduced by about 15% on Xilinx Virtex UltraScale 
XCVU440 FPGA.
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